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ABSTRACTS

The requirement for GPS or WLAN Application consideration in design, structure which cylindrical which is in shape which can enhance bandwidth of DRA Antenna operating band is used to enhance operation band depend upon feeding technique attract to use commonly. The cellular market demands electronic devices with high bandwidth with tiny size equipment. The dielectric resonator antenna has high permittivity from 6 to 100 dielectric material which mounted on ground plane, Nowadays we live on cell phone or android phone. Android phone is currently revolving around china phone market, because china cell phone Company has less making cost that main fact low cost mobile providing company. Nowadays we manage whole office or official secretarial in finger tip through advance level technology. The ultra high speed phone or advance generation phone has capabilities unrestricted call, unlimited data with high level networking, this article present attractive features of small size and low profile antenna which has design to develop for ultra wide–band (UWB) multiband DRAs which has various shape like Cylindrical, Rectangular and Hemispherical which allows high level bandwidth. The basics properties of any antenna means ancient antenna to current (optical antenna) focusing on their design characteristics attract attention global range.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern wireless communication requires high speed mobile wireless communication to develop high level technology which can use different purposes of portable communication devices. Antenna plays an important role in any technical or communication devices. We improve communication devices like cellular phone which is playing very important role so, we need to improve its performance for communication system. Nowadays Antenna provide high level gain its bandwidth is also high. The many types of antenna uses for many purpose of communication, which is able to achieved smarly to improve its of communication system which is depend upon various parameters. The current trend of information communication technology works on concept of architecture, which is dependant part of complex, which has proposed in this research article. Nanoantenna are small in size in conventional antenna which works or operate at the optical frequencies. In this research article we introduce optenna (optical - antenna) which works on nanoscale frequency DRA antenna has high permittivity with lower reduction optical DRA allowing numerous application. DRA Proportional permittivity in εr material. The Antenna field structures do not need λ bandwidth in Advance generation communication system have very high sensitivity material for digital community with high efficiency. The Antenna has not only transmitting and receiving devices it is key part, Nanoantenna has high level configurable conductor. The dielectric resonator Antenna has good networking to connect one device to another device. The Specific feature of DRA or optical DRA moving around development of human life or convenient life. The broadcasting Technology only has power to change our life with help of advanced technology or current technology. Nowadays we live on cell phone or android phone. Android phone is currently revolving around china phone market, phone market because china cell phone company has less making cost that main fact low cost mobile providing company. Nowadays we manage whole office or official secretarial in finger tip through advance level technology. In this Research article we introduced new idea to develop our brain to Gain high level efficiency. Up – coming generation mobile phone or GPS, Android; cell phone has more power full usability for human being. Now cell phone works on ultra high speed network which has enough potential to change the meaning of android phone or cell phone usability. The ultra high speed phone or advance generation phone has capabilities unrestricted call, unlimited data with high level networking, this article present attractive features of small size and low profile antenna which has design to develop for ultra wide – band (UWB) multiband DRAs which has various shape like Cylindrical, Rectangular and Hemispherical which allow high level bandwidth. The basics properties of any antenna means ancient antenna to current (optical antenna) focusing on their design characteristics atterat attention global range. Optical DRA offers Gold particle with high level engineered material. The bit size of optical antenna context is very small. DRA Frequencies patterns and efficiency of antenna achieved higher of antenna increasing impedance value. The optical DRA antenna seems to be usable and scalable to propagate to provide high & advance level technology for nanoplasmonic devices. The surface planer of optical DRA Antenna has mostly focused on characterization ultra-wideband, whereas lower permittivity with many operating frequencies with millimetres dimension geometrical properties antenna size are often limiting factors for free space resonator antenna has their maximum dimensions is D which relates to free space resonator wavelength (λ0) by the bandwidth of DRAs operating at GHZ or THZ Frequency. Optical DRA Shapes can be used for design thought rectangular shape or cylindrical shape, which give resonant mechanism play very important role in telecommunication field which has high flexibility of rectangular in shape but some restriction in shape. The design and parameters play main key advantage of optical DRA antenna fabrication because first we have to optimize its parameters then it will be merging two different wavelength model at nm, THz wavelength scale. The intensity of antenna aperture wavelength...
for incident radiation $\lambda$ which relates to its design or demonstration, which direction scattering can enhanced in terms of optical DRA radiation field$^{18}$.

**NANOANTENNA FOR FARFIELD RESONANCE FREQUENCY**

The optical nanoantenna can be measured radiation patterns for far field resonance. The bandwidth of optical transmission of MIMO DRA has free space optical transmission effects on optical channel differentiability is easily understood the general problem open for Maxwell equations is free space propagation, which is open some solution for free type scattering process of linear optics. The mathematically represent the amplitude of phase function is simplify by Maxwell’s homogeneous space for wave equation is $K = K_0 \sqrt{\epsilon \mu}$

$$(\nabla \nabla + K^2) E = 0$$

In general electric field applied for vector current distribution and polarization of quantum optics, nonhomogeneous environment substrate is strongly modified radiation patterns distribution which is proportional to mirror of reflector of coefficients.

![Fig.1. Return Loss of Optical Dra Antenna At Ghz](image1)

**OPTICAL DRA AND ITS CONVERSION**

The optical DRA antenna transforms electric current into electromagnetic radiation or vice versa. The resonance spectrum of optical nano antenna strongly influence on resonance properties which increase dimension of optical antenna which has great practical interest for high index.
materials. Although optical DRA antenna frequency regime provides easy approaches to design structure which can decide radiation properties of optical dielectric antenna. The light matter interaction has strongly coupling between near field radiation theory at nano scale which transmit multiple data for optical fiber at digital domain. The optical Resonator Antenna (ORA) also applicable for GPS device or nano Satellite which has developed for purpus of the convenient life or easy life for the Global Position System (GPS) has very accurate time. We are living in an ITR (Information Technology Revolution), where people are connected one place to another interfacing which between propagating radiation and localized field of optical antenna wave. The quantum optics are focusing on absorption an cross-section of quantum yields photo-voltaic or photo chemical resolution of optical microscopy.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research paper we presented the novel approaches of the directional Nano antenna, which is excited from the MIM plasmonic. Optical antenna could be used to provide high level gain its bandwidth is also high. Many types of antenna used for many purpose of communication, which is able to achieved smartly to improves its of communication system which is depend upon various parameters. The Current trends of information communication technology works on concept of architecture, which is dependent part of complex, which has proposed in this research article. Nanoantennas are small in size in conventional antenna which works or operate at the optical frequencies. Optical DRA antenna has high permittivity with low reduction optical DRA allowing numerous application DRA Proportional permittivity in $\varepsilon\gamma$ material. The Antenna field structures do not need $\lambda$ bandwidth in Advance generation communication system have very high sensitivity material for digital community with high efficiency. The Antenna not only transmitting and receiving devices it is key part,. The dielectric resonator Antenna has good networking to connect one device to another device.
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